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We developed a new brand identity, print materials and web-based guidelines to introduce Northwestern Medicine as it transitioned from Northwestern Memorial HealthCare



Brochures highlighting the scope of this psychiatric care facility at Northwestern Medicine



We began working with the Northwestern Memorial HealthCare brand, then designed and managed its transition to the Northwestern Medicine brandWe began working with the Northwestern Memorial HealthCare brand, then designed and managed its transition to the Northwestern Medicine brand



1

Vision. Mission. Reality. 
   2007 Annual Report

One of many annual reports for Northwestern Memorial HealthCareOne of many annual reports for Northwestern Memorial HealthCare



An internal web-based newsletter for all Northwestern Medicine employees



2010
Community Service Report One example of many community-focused communications



A comprehensive identity and branding system for this organization helping medically fragile children

2019 Annual Report



Websites and patient education materials are part of the ongoing expansion of Almost Home Kids





An internal website for staff that documents all of Almost Home Kids’ procedures and policies across various locations



The Verigene™ 
System
The new standard for 
molecular testing.

One 
System. 

Infinite 
Assays.

This elegantly simple system for 
testing DNA, RNA and proteins 
introduces a revolutionary step 
forward in molecular testing. 
Delivering unparalleled accuracy, 
the Verigene System is remarkably 
easy to use from start to finish. 

Objective results are achievable in 
less than one hour of processing 
time without PCR, specialized 
labor or extensive training of lab-
oratory staff. This is due to the 
advances of the Verigene System’s 
automated assay process and pat-

ented ClearRead™ nanoparticle 
probe technology. With the 
affordable Verigene System, 
a virtually limitless range of 
molecular diagnostics assays 
can be performed wherever and 
whenever they are needed.

 Product naming and marketing materials for Nanosphere’s   Product naming and marketing materials for Nanosphere’s  
molecular diagnostic systemmolecular diagnostic system



Liska developed the brand identity and website for this therapeutic treatment center



Liska extended the Harsha brand identity into a website for this acute care psychiatric hospital



Extensive brand evolution for the American Dental Association including new identity, brand guidelines and member marketing materialsExtensive brand evolution for the American Dental Association including new identity, brand guidelines and member marketing materials



The endorsement by the American Dental Association appears on consumer products nationwide



Brain Research Foundation
2006–2007 Annual Report

An annual report highlighting the scientists the Brain Research Foundation is helping to study all aspects of the brain An annual report highlighting the scientists the Brain Research Foundation is helping to study all aspects of the brain 



A complete identity system and marketing materials, including this brochure that features Northwestern Nasal and Sinus’s in-house capabilitiesA complete identity system and marketing materials, including this brochure that features Northwestern Nasal and Sinus’s in-house capabilities



TM



The University of Vermont Medical Center is raising diversity awareness among their employees with personal stories and goals for the medical community



Just when we thought we couldn’t tolerate any more 
challenges as an organization, COVID 19 arrived.  
The emails I’m receiving on a daily basis about the 
virus are overwhelming. I’ve contributed to that 
deluge. I know that the guidance is sometimes 
confusing or, at worst, conflicting. We are doing our 
best to be coordinated, but information and our 
required response changes daily, sometimes hourly. 
Our network crosses state and county lines, each 
with unique authorities and sources of truth.

I am impressed with the tremendous amount of 
work that is happening at every affiliate to prepare 
for what is to come. The volume of questions  
is growing and may seem concerning, but it  
shows that we are thinking, engaged and keenly 
interested in solving problems. We are certainly  
not complacent.

In the past two weeks, our network has 
assembled and launched a COVID 19 resource  
page for our patients and connected it to every 
affiliate’s website. Al Gobeille, Executive Vice 
President of Network Operations, and Howard 
Schapiro, Chief Population Health & Quality Officer, 
are spearheading efforts to coordinate policies  
and decisions at the network level as much  
as possible to avoid duplication and confusion. 

I can’t help but wonder how we would have 
responded to this situation five years ago. We are 
not perfect, but we are on our way to becoming 
a system. And I’m certain that this experience will 
help forge new connections across the network  
and move us further along on our journey.

Tensions are high everywhere. Fear and exhaustion 
are hiding around every corner. And yet, we still get 
up every morning and show up  — for our patients, 
our community and each other. Soon, that may 
mean showing up differently, to protect our most 

The Power  
of Collaboration

vulnerable neighbors, and finding creative ways to 
still get things done.

Now more than ever it’s essential that we pull 
together to support each other. Patience for our 
colleagues and for ourselves is imperative.

It may not be enough in this moment, but 
know that I am proud of you, of all of us. I’ve seen 
collaboration, thoughtfulness, support, coordination 
and an incredible resilience everywhere. I know  
you all have the safety of our patients foremost in 
your minds. These are our strengths.

The road is bumpy and likely to get worse before  
it gets better. I am grateful that we are on it together.

With gratitude,

Claude Deschamps, MD
President and CEO, University of Vermont Health 
Network Medical Group

Message from the President

Medical Group News  March 2020

Ongoing communication materials for the University of Vermont Health Network



The emergency department at UVM Health 
Network–Elizabethtown Community Hospital 
and its Ticonderoga Campus, led by David W. 
Clauss, MD, seeks to reduce stigma and  
erase judgment when treating patients with 
opioid use disorder.

The University of Vermont Health Network 
works in partnership with community and 
government agencies across our region 

to fight the opioid epidemic. September is National Recovery Month. 
Over the next few weeks, this site will highlight new evidence-based 
treatment and recovery practices, service providers who make 
possible recovery in all its forms, and stories of hope and healing 
from members of our community.

Confronting the Opioid Crisis
Stories of Partnership, Innovation and Discovery

Champlain Valley Physicians Hospital (CVPH) 
Emergency Department physicians are working 
to prevent more patients from becoming 
addicted. Daniel Anhalt, MD, explains how 
data and technology help to meet the needs of 
patients while reducing exposure to opioids.

Registered Nurse Courtnee Davenport has cared 
for newborn children and mothers at University 
of Vermont Health Network–Alice Hyde Medical 
Center for a decade. But she can remember her 
worst brush with Neonatal Abstinence Syndrome 
(NAS) like it was yesterday.

Plattsburgh Emergency Department  
reduces opioid prescriptions by 40% using 
data-driven approach

Caring for the Most Vulnerable Victims of 
the Opioid Crisis: Newborns

Creating a welcoming environment in 
Elizabethtown to help those facing substance  
use disorder

A Focus on Evidence-Based 
Hope and Healing

Click to Learn More

The University of Vermont Health Network 
works in partnership with community and 
government agencies across our region 

to fight the opioid epidemic. Together, we are making significant 
progress in expanding treatment and reducing death from overdose, 
researching new alternatives and continuing to help those struggling 
with substance use disorder find a healthier path forward.

Confronting the Opioid Crisis
Stories of Partnership, Innovation and Discovery

Hilary Denton, a Peer Recovery Coach with 
Turning Point Center of Central Vermont, 
describes her work supporting patients 
struggling with substance use disorders who 
seek treatment in the Emergency Department 
at UVM Health Network – Central Vermont 
Medical Center.

Stephen Leffler, MD, saw the opioid epidemic 
develop first-hand treating patients in the 
University of Vermont Medical Center’s 
Emergency Department, and now helps shape 
the response to it as a senior leader. He shares 
his perspective on how we got here, what seems 

to be working and what challenges lie ahead. 

Vermont primary care physicians found a way to be part of the 
solution to the opioid crisis facing the state and become a leader in 
the Nation.

Recovery coach finds meaning and hope in 
helping patients find treatment

Reflections on the opioid crisis from Interim 
President, Steve Leffler 

Most primary care physicians don’t  
provide substance abuse treatment, but that  
is changing in Vermont.

A Focus on Evidence-Based 
Hope and Healing

Click to Learn More

Online templates for the various communication efforts of the University of Vermont Medical Center



Nurses Week 2018
This week, we celebrate 

our nurses, and the lasting 
impact they have at the 

bedside and beyond.

May 6–12, 2018

A series of posters communicated Nurses Week events and initiatives for the University of Vermont Medical Center
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